Moving your
Service Business
to Puerto Rico under Act 20
Act 20 offers a 4% tax rate on the net income of all services and exported goods
provided by a Puerto Rico entity to entities outside of Puerto Rico. Also, income on a
Capital gain, dividends and interest on owner-investors’ personal transactions could be
100% tax-free under the Act 22 grant. To get more information on these Tax Incentives
go to our web page at Tax Incentive, https://torrescpa.com/pr-tax-incentives/ and
White Papers on the subject at, https://torrescpa.com/white-papers/.
Act 20 applies to any entity with a bona fide establishment in Puerto Rico that is
engaged in the export of eligible and qualified services or goods. Qualified services and
goods include but are not limited to, trading of products, investment banking, and other
financial services, research and development, advertising and public relations,
consulting, electronic programming development, call centers, professional services,
and centralized management services.
Exports include qualified services and goods made by a Puerto Rico Act 20 for a foreign
entity (USA or Worldwide) or non-resident individual that does not relate to business
activities within Puerto Rico.
There is a current misconception that USA extraterritorial business consists of evading
taxes and hiding money from the government. There are 100% legitimate ways to
structure your business in Puerto Rico and obtain significant benefits from asset
protection and taxes.
Puerto Rico is a territorial possession of the US. Under the US Internal Revenue Code,
an American who becomes a resident of Puerto Rico begins a new tax rule, all the
income the person earns from Puerto Rican sources is subject to Puerto Rican income
tax only, not to US income tax. A Puerto Rico corporation is a resident and citizen of
Puerto Rico, no an US resident or citizen.

Under the US Internal Revenue Code Section 933 and Section 861, if the person
performing the service (whether an individual or a corporation) is a Puerto Rican
resident working in Puerto Rico, the income is exempt from US tax.
Section 933 enables the government of Puerto Rico to offer Americans any benefit on
their locally generated income that low-tax countries provide to anyone who is not an
American. The passage of Acts 20, reducing taxes for incoming investors and
businesses respectively, is the exercising of that tax opportunity.
Many companies choose to move to Puerto Rico, mainly of the USA. USA taxes on
capital gains and ordinary income is notoriously high. Managing your business through
a Puerto Rico Act 20 company can provide a variety of benefits, especially a lower 4%
tax obligations.
Additional Tax Incentives
We’ve focused on Acts 22 and 20, as they are the newest and most straightforward. But
other tax incentives are available in particular circumstances.
Although simpler, Act 20 was modeled on the 2008 Act 73 (The Economic Incentives
Act for the Development of Puerto Rico). The 2008 law offers ultra-low tax rates to
attract manufacturers to the island. As with Act 20, only certain kinds of businesses can
qualify, and the tax benefits are available only case by case, at the discretion of the
government. For more information on Act 73, click here.
Another measure, Act 273, provides a single-digit tax rate on the income of
“international financial entities,” such as insurers, bank branches, and holding
companies. Similar incentives are available for agriculture, film, and hotel development
companies. For more information on Act 273, click here.

You can do this too, SAVE ALOT IN TAX.

These are things to consider when moving your company to Puerto Rico:
1) Prepare a Strategic Business Plan. Before doing anything to move your business to
Puerto Rico, it is crucial to put together a complete business plan that covers
objectives, goals, costs, and structure.
2) Business plan must take into account the comprehensive logistics in the financial
forecast, where it anticipates that your business will be related to net profits for at
least the first six months, preferably for a larger time lapse of 12, 24 and 36
months.
3) Evaluating Critical areas to consider:
a) Functions and activities to relocate.
b) Validate the source of income, the nature, and location for compliance with
Puerto Rico and USA IRS regulations.
c) Identify related party transactions that may be subject to IRS rulings on transfer
pricing.
d) Identify Assets or Intellectual Property to be transfered that could be subject to
IRS rulings on Fair Value Transfer.
e) Understand parties’ ownership, to determine if the Control Foreign Corporation
or GILTI minimum tax rulings apply.
4) Determine legal and operational structures that support the Tax advantages
Startegy.
5) Seek specific advice from professionals that understand Puerto Rico and USA ruling
and regulations during the planning process. This will enable you to make suitable
amends if there are any logistical issues with your business plan or your tax position.

STRATEGIES NOT TO TRY WHEN MOVING TO PUERTO RICO
WHAT PEOPLE THINK
• People think that they can just run the revenues from their operations through a
non-USA company formed in a low tax jurisdiction country and get paid through
a location somewhere like Hong Kong, so that it results in zero taxes to the USA
IRS.
• They also think that since the third party allows any non-USA company to
register as a supplier, there is no problem with this strategy.
Wrong: The issue here is not the non-USA third-party; it is the IRS.
•

Perhaps you think that while the money remains abroad, taxes could be avoided
indefinitely.

Wrong Again:
If the company is managed and controlled in the USA by a US Citizen or Resident, the
IRS may consider that creating an international company for the sole purpose of
avoiding US taxes. This strategy would not generate any tax savings, and would
probably throw you into hot water with an IRS. In fact, your taxes can be significantly
higher than if you just did the business through a US entity.
Follow USA IRS rulings, and SAVE A-LOT OF TAXES.

WHAT HAPPENS IF YOU DO NOT FOLLOW IRS RULES?
Follow the rules. We do not say this lightly.
The punishment can be severe and will interfere with double (or, in some cases, triple)
taxes; in addition the imposition of fines for delaying the payment of taxes to the IRS.
If your international company is reclassified as a US company, you may encounter the
double taxation issue. This means:
1) US corporate taxes plus.
2) Branch Profit Tax (BPT): a flat tax of 30%: Branch income tax is an additional
income tax imposed by the IRS on foreign companies that make profits from
their business operations in the United States plus.
3) When paying the dividends, they will be taxable as non qualified ordinary
income, 100% taxable.
And this is so even if your company does not have to be physically present in the USA.
If you do not plan the non-USA structure carefully and appropriately, it would be much
better to simply,
Tax-A-Lot.
Following the US IRS Regulations is a Good Pay Less Strategy

SOURCE OF SERVICES INCOME
The general rule is that the source of income for services is the place of performance of
the services. Traditionally, it represents functions performed by individuals located at
easily identified physical locations. However, as services today increasingly involve
multiple activities, personnel, sites, and technologies, determining the place of
performance of services has become more challenging. Even with these added
complexities, the fundamental source of income rules for services is still instructive in
planning for today’s more complex business transactions.
Income from services that can be rendered entirely from Puerto Rico—such as
computer programming, graphic design, document processing, call center work, asset
management or financial planning, or any consulting that doesn’t require a US
presence—would qualify as Puerto Rico-sourced income.
Many companies, such as search engines and social networking sites, earn a significant
portion of their revenue from online internet-virtual activities or through electronic
devices. An example of this is the advertising business. An interesting issue that has
sprouted from this practice is that ad content creation is usually carried out by paying
more money if they are assured that an ad will reach either a large number of people or
a selected target audience. If performe in Puerto Rico, it is Puerto Rico source.
Income from trading stocks, other securities, or commodities while you are a resident of
Puerto Rico for your account or others is Puerto Rico-sourced income.
An example:
Advertising and Marketing services are an essential part of selling in the third-party web
store, and it is an art in itself. Finding a great product to sell in the third party web
store is only half the deal. The other half is making sure people see you when they
search for the name of the product on the website of the third-party web store. This is
how many people make a living. They do not sell the actual product, but they provide
third-party web store marketing services to the sellers.
The Puerto Rican entity will probably spend a significant amount of time doing thirdparty marketing in the web store. And if you do not live in the US and do this directly

from his Puerto Rican company, the IRS can not argue that the Puerto Rican company
has a presence in the US.
Also, since you will spend much of your time doing third-party marketing (and are good
at that), there is nothing that should prevent you from providing services to other third
parties, too.

PRODUCING DEVICE
While the site of devices could be one factor, device location alone should not be a
determining factor of source income. The device often can be located in different places
which are not necessarily the site of the revenue that produces the activity. Device
capacity also can be obtained from third parties and can be viewed as a commodity
service that arguably does not add a significant amount of relative value. Further,
device utilization can be switched from one device to another based on capacity, and
possibly involves devices located in different countries.
In the context of a stand-alone computing device, the functional and factual analysis is
likely to show that the device is performing only routine functions and relies on other
parts of the enterprise to provide the intangible assets necessary for the device to
perform if not all at least part of those functions. Accordingly, the activities of devices
unlikely warrant they can be attributed to a substantial share of the profit.
The source of income can be determined by the location where the income producing
activity occurs (i.e., the site of the services required under the contract), the location of
the employees that provide the service, or the property used in the service. If the
company’s whole staff and assets are located in Puerto Rico, it usually should be easy
to conclude that the source of compensation for services should be outside the US.
Additional questions can arise when third parties located outside Puerto Rico, will
provide contributions to income generation. If the person is a material factor in
providing the services and has direct contact with client, this portion could be
considered source outside of Puerto Rico. However, if the services are for back office
support services, that add no direct value to the sales to clients, these would not
change the source of income for the services.

TRADE OR BUSINESS OF AN PR ENTITY
WITH AN ENTITY OUTSIDE OF PR
SERVICES BUSINESS
Income on Trade or Business of a PR entity to an entity outside of PR through an Office
or other fixed places of business in PR is considered source in PR. It also includes
property for use, consumption or disposition outside of PR. This will not apply if there is
an office or fixed place of business in the US which is a material factor in the trading or
business, this applies for both Business and Non-Business Consumers.
To consider the income from sources outside Puerto Rico to be treated as effectively
connected with a trade or business in Puerto Rico not in USA, you must comply with the
following:
a) Have an office or other fixed places of business in Puerto Rico to which the
income can be attributed; and that location is a material factor in generating the
income.
b) The income is generated in the ordinary course of the trade or business carried
on through that office or other fixed places of business.
c) This office or other fixed places of business is a material factor if it significantly
contributes to, and is an essential economic element in, the earning of the
income.
d) Theres is no other office or fixed place of business outside of Puerto Rico that is
a material factor in the sale of the property for use, consumption, or disposition
outside Puerto Rico.
A critical point, if the Puerto Rican resident (whether an individual or a company)
performs the service in an office in the USA, is involved in performing service in USA,
the income could be taxable by the US. So to benefit from Act 20, your business must
avoid doing anything in the US that contributes to generating the income.

Engage in Trade or Business
in the US
For a Puerto Rico entity to be engaged in a U.S. trade or Business in the USA, it is
required that substantial, regular and continuous business activities be carried on by the
Puerto Rico entity in the United States.
The degree of economic activities which will subject a Puerto Rico corporation to U.S.
tax is substantially similar to the “permanent establishment” concept considered in
many U.S. income tax treaties with foreign countries.
The 2017 updated Model Tax Treaty of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development (the “Model Treaty,” “Tax Convention”) provides guidance as to business
profits of an enterprise of one country will be taxed only by that country unless the
enterprise has a “permanent establishment” in another country.
The definition of “permanent establishment” for purposes of the treaty is a fixed place
of business through which the business of an enterprise is wholly or partly carried on.
A “permanent establishment” does not include using facilities or maintaining a stock of
goods or merchandise solely for storage, display, delivery, or processing by another
enterprise. In particular, shall be deemed not to include:
. a) the use of facilities solely for storage, display or delivery of goods or
merchandise belonging to the enterprise;
. b) the maintenance of a stock of goods or merchandise belonging to the
enterprise solely for storage, display or delivery;
. c) the maintenance of a stock of goods or merchandise belonging to the
enterprise solely for processing by another enterprise;
. d) the maintenance of a fixed place of business only to purchase goods or
merchandise or of collecting information, for the enterprise;
. e) the maintenance of a fixed place of business solely to carry on, for the
enterprise, any other activity of a preparatory or auxiliary character;

. f) the maintenance of a fixed place of business solely for any combination of
activities mentioned in subparagraphs a) to e). Provided that the overall
operation of the fixed place of business resulting from this combination is of a
preparatory or auxiliary character, provided that such action or, in the case of
subparagraph f), the overall operation of the fixed place of business, is of a
preparatory or auxiliary character.
An enterprise shall not be deemed to have a permanent establishment in the USA
merely because it carries on business through a broker, general commission agent or
any other agent of an independent status, provided that such persons are acting in the
ordinary course of their business.

PERMANENT ESTABLISHMENT COURT CASES
In the seminal case of Piedras Negras Broadcasting Co. v. Commissioner, in which 95
percent of their income came from American advertisers, and about 90 percent of the
listener came from the US, the court ruled that the situs of the taxpayer’s advertising
activities be at the site of its broadcasting facilities in Mexico. The court’s focus on the
site of the broadcasting equipment and labor indicate that these activities should be
characterized as services.
The location of broadcaster’s audience (mainly in the US) was not a relevant
consideration even though advertisers paid for access to that audience.
Certain incidental activities were carried in the U.S. by employees crossing the border to
collect mail and meet with advertisers to get paid and the solicitation of business in the
US by either dependent (an employee) or independent agents, did not change these
conclusions since the compensation under the contracts was for the services performed
in Mexico.
The place where end users are using the product or services is also inconsequential in
determining the entity’s source of income.
In another formative case, a taxpayer sold advertising to US advertisers for publication
in a magazine to be distributed only outside the United States. For purposes of
determining the source of the advertising income, they only considered the sourcing
rules for compensation for labor or personal services. They characterized the payments
as remuneration for its activities in disseminating their advertisements in the magazine
published and distributed outside the United States.
The source of advertising revenue to be received from US advertisers is the capital and
labor employed in the publishing and distribution centers outside the United States that
will carry out the activities to produce the advertising revenue. In other words, the
employed capital and labor for publicity, resulting in income from services is a source
from where they are rendered.

In other court cases, the judge stated:
“if an income be tax, the recipient thereof must have a domicile within the jurisdiction
or property or activities within the jurisdiction so that the source of income may be said
to have a situs in this country.” –Piedras Negras Broadcasting Co v. Commissioner
“Shipping goods into a state is not doing business therein,” Novelty Manufacturing v
Connell.
“nor is a sale by a solicitor, transportation of merchandise into a state, and collecting,
therefore,” Brumer v Kansas Moline Plow Co
“nor distributing a magazine by a foreign corporation,“ Systems Co. v Advertiser’s
Cyclopedia Co.
“ Internal activities of a corporation, such as holding a stockholders’ meeting, do not
constitute transacting business. Nor is a collection of debts, nor litigation to so collect,
nor the place of signing a contract”, Equitable Credit Co. v Rogers
Regulations 94, article 231-1(b), “ Whether a foreign corporation has an office or place
of business within the United States depends upon the facts in a particular case. The
term office or place of business, however, implies a place for the regular transactions of
business and does not include a place where casual or incidental transactions might be,
or are affected.”
Before US IRS can impose a tax on foreign business, the IRS must overcome the
limitations of the Commerce Clause, which the U.S. Supreme Court has interpreted in a
number of important cases. Most notably, in Complete Auto Transit, Inc. v. Brady, the
Court established a four prong test. One of those prongs, the Court explained, is the
requirement that a tax is applied to an activity with a substantial nexus within the a
USA taxing location.
Ten years prior to Complete Auto, the Court, without specifically defining the term
“substantial nexus,” established in National Bellas Hess, Inc. v. Department of Revenue,
the principle that nexus, for tax purposes, requires a USA physical presence.
In 1992, Quill Corp. v. North Dakota, Quill was a mail-order vendor of office supplies
that had no physical presence in North Dakota. The Court concluded that an in US
Source physical presence was required to satisfy the substantial nexus test under the

Commerce Clause and therefore North Dakota could not force Quill to collect sales tax
on sales within the US Source. In denying that argument, the Court indicated that the
“slightest physical presence” did not equate to substantial nexus under the Commerce
Clause.

TRADE OR BUSINESS THROUGH OFFICES OR FIXED
PLACES OF BUSINESS OUTSIDE PR
Having an Office in USA
A critical point: If the Puerto Rican entity that performs the service maintains an office
or agent in the US that is involved in performing the service, the income will be taxable
by the US. So to benefit from Act 20, your business must avoid doing anything in the
US that contributes to producing of the service. If any services are require to be done
within US, they should be perform by a US entity.
A fixed site of business maintained by Puerto Rico entity in the United States is a source
of income to the US. However, this rule does not apply to sales for use, disposition, or
consumption outside the if your office or another fixed place of business outside Puerto
Rico WAS NOT a material factor in generating the income.
A sales meeting in the US with a customer or potential customer would not drag the
service income back into the US, the logic being that selling a service is not an element
in performing the service. However fixing things or giving training related to the service
from the US probably would make the income taxable in the US. Maintaining a sales
office in the US is problematic unless it demonstrably restricts itself to selling only with
no management discreation.

Owned Servers
Do not own a physical server in the United States. If you have your own (not third
party) website as a sales platform, you should avoid having a physical web server in the
US. If you have one, it could be considered a "permanent establishment" according to
the US tax code. What makes your company responsible for US taxes.
It will be much better to use the service of the third-party web store, where you can
host your website. The third-party web shop represents the most convenient and
optimal sales channel that you can use today. The third-party web store does not
require you to have your own sales platform or credit card processing solutions, etc. All
you need is a bank account.

Collection Gateway Merchants Services
If you require using a US entity to process credit card payments, it may be necessary to
establish separate Company, it would be in charge of setting a credit card line and
processing account for a company located outside of the US.
The customer's processing payment, and depositing in the Bank account of the US
entity. The bank of the US entity would transfer from its bank account to the company
of Puerto Rico. Note, it is necessary that the US company charge a fee to the Puerto
Rican company for performing this credit card processing servicing. It would be
preferable that it either be conducted from outside USA or by an independent third
party.
In Spermacet Whaling & Shipping Co. v. Commissioner, (1958), a major shareholder of the
taxpayer (a foreign corporation for federal income tax purpose) was a U.S. resident who
received and dispersed certain funds of the taxpayer in the United States and received bank
statements and correspondence addressed to the taxpayer. The Tax Court found that
these activities of the taxpayer’s agent did not constitute a U.S. business because they
were “ministerial or clerical in nature, involving very little exercise of discretion or business
judgment necessary to the production of the income in question.”

ACTING AGENT OR UNRELATED THIRD PARTIES
PERFORMING SERVICES
Special rules apply to determine whether an office or other fixed places of business of
an agent or third party provider is attributed to a Puerto Rico taxpayer. When the
provider is an independent agent that is, a general commission agent, broker, order
fulfillment, inventory store or other agent of independent status, acting in the ordinary
course of its business, then the facility is not attributed to the Puerto Rico taxpayer.
However, a person that acts exclusively or almost exclusively on behalf of one or more
entities to which it is closely related, that person shall not be considered to be an
independent agent.
Complexities can arise when a PR entity contracts an independent, unrelated party to
perform some or all of the activities needed to provide the service. When an entity hires
unrelated entities in different locations outside of Puerto Rico, it should be mindful of
situations in which actions of these individual agent attributes as to the PR enity
purposes of applying the source of income rules.
If a dependent agent conducts activities outside of PR on behalf of the PR entity,
income earned by the PR entity but generated in part by that agent’s actions could be
deemed outside PR source.
However, if an independent agent unrelated party conducts activities in another country
on behalf of the PR entity, income earned by the PR entity but generated in part by that
agent’s actions could be deemed PR source if directly perform and delivered to the PR
entity with no client contact.
If a portion of the activity perform by an independent agent is a material factor in the
income activities outside of Puerto Rico, that portion could be consider outside Puerto
Rico source, taxable in the country of the independent agent.
If it has been determined that a Puerto Rico taxpayer has a U.S. office or other fixed
place of business, the next question is whether particular income is attributable to that
US office or other fixed places of business.
If the agent is a material factor in providing the services and has direct contact with the
client, this portion could be considered source outside of Puerto Rico, therefore taxable

by country of the agent. However, if the services are for back office support services, or
does not add direct value to the services provided to clients, these would not change
the source of income for the services, it would continue to be Puerto Rico source.

In sumary, income from an PR entity permanet establishment in another country, is
treated as attributable to an other country office or other fixed places of business only
if, (1) the office or another fixed place of business is a material factor in the realization
of the income, and (2) the income “is realized in the ordinary course of the trade or
business carried on through the office or other fixed place of business”
In a important court case, Piedras Negras Broadcasting Co. v. The United States, 1942),
a general advertisement was broadcasted to the United States by a foreign entity (a
Mexican corporation), and mail responses were obtained from U.S. customers. The
foreign entity maintained a mailing address at Eagle Pass, Texas, and used a hotel
room there in which it counted and allocated the funds received in the mails each day.
Contracts with advertisers in the United States were handled through an advertising
agent, an independent contractor. After analyzing these facts, the Court found no U.S.
trade or business by the foreign entity. Using Piedras Negras, as a guideline (in
particular, considering that the advertising agent, in that case, was an independent
contractor), it could be argued that a foreign taxpayer's activities conducted through an
independent contractor does not create a U.S. trade or business.

RELATED PARTY CONTRACT AND TRANSFER PRICING

Businesses should be mindful of how they contract with related parties to provide any
activities that are necessary to generate the main office’s profits. The characterization
of related party relationships, the corporate form, and the agreements are critical to
effective planning of international tax planing, and the sourcing of income in particular.
The fact that a PR company and its US related Company contract with each other for
the provision of services should not automatically create a relationship that would affect
the source of income.
The Supreme Court has maintained that the corporate entity doctrine serves a useful
purpose in business life and that a corporation will remain a separate taxable entity as
long as the company carries on a business purpose. However, the Court noted that the
corporate form might be disregarded when it is a mere sham or is not a real entity.
The courts have already ruled on services performed by a related company that did not
create US source income for the foreign parent company in that the relationship
between related companies was essentially no different from that of an independent
contractor. In these cases, a foreign corporation was paid by US entities to perform
research and development. Since the foreign corporation did not itself perform services
in the United States, the court held that there could not be any US source income
attributable to the foreign corporation, and that transactions between the related
parities were being conducted at arm’s length. Even though the U.S. company was a
wholly-owned subsidiary of the foreign corporation, it was doing business under its
name as a separate, distinct entity, and thus the activities of the U.S. entity did not
cause the foreign corporation to have U.S. source service income.

Pricing the amount charged in a controlled related party transaction must be
determined arm’s length. A controlled service transaction is define as any activity by
one member of a group of controlled taxpayers that results in a benefit to one or more
other members of the controlled group. Controlled requires more than 50% ownership
of a USA citizenship and USA residency.

THE ARM’S LENGTH PRINCIPLE, If two independent companies trade with each
other, a market price for the transaction will result. It is known as “arms-length” trading
because it is the product of a genuine negotiation in a market. This arm’s length price is
usually considered to be acceptable for tax purposes.
But when two related
companies trade with each other, they may wish to artificially distort the price at which
the trade is recorded to minimize the overall tax bill. They might, for example, record
the profit as much as possible in a tax haven with low or zero taxes.
Market Rate Transfer Price, the simplest and most elegant transfer rate is to use the
market price. By doing so, the upstream and downstream revenue of related can sell
either internally or externally and earn the same profit with either option.
Many US investors try to duplicate Big Companies strategy were the US
company buy from the PR company, an up stream revenue. That is for Big
company that have a lot of funds for transfer pricing studies.
Smaller entity should use the down stream approach, the PR company buys
from the USA company, only those that it can not bring to PR. Getting prices
from independent companies or entities would be a good base to determine
fair value of services or products.

Strategies
Follow a Strategy to further emphasize the transparency of the structure in the eyes of
the IRS. That will consolidate the legality of your business in the eyes of the IRS and
still SAVE A LOT OF TAXES.
Critical things to consider when setting up your Puerto Rico Business Strategy is that
income from sources outside Puerto Rico will be treated as effectively connected with a
trade or business in Puerto Rico. To do so, it must comply with:
1) Service Income is source where services are provided or produced including
Personal services, Training, Consulting, performed then in Puerto Rico.
2) Sales of Goods are the source where the transfer of title is done, transfer title of
goods from Puerto Rico should be transfer from Puerto Rico, location of the
goods if it is an independent third party provide has no effect. Tranfer them the
title from Puerto Rico.
3) Services provided in PR by a PR company to the US resident (Individuals or
Entities) or worldwide entity through its employees in Puerto Rico is considered
PR income source, not US source, employee PR residents, Save A Lot of Taxes
,pay only 4% Tax on net income.
4) A corporation can only provide services or goods revenue through its employees,
hired Puerto Rico residents.
5) If you significantly contribute and are an essential economic element in the
earning of the income, hire yourself as an employee of the Act 20 entity.
6) Have an office or other fixed places of business in Puerto Rico
7) The revenue of the Puerto Rico location should be in the ordinary course of the
trade or business carried through that office or other fixed places of business.
8) The Puerto Rico office or other fixed places of business should be a material
factor and it significantly contributes to, and is an essential economic element in,
the earning of the income.

9) Do not have another office or other fixed places of business in a foreign country
or USA that has a material factor in the revenue of the property for use,
consumption, or disposition outside of Puerto Rico.
10)If required, relocate critical services to Puerto Rico and leave behind, in a
separate US company, any activities that is not practical to move. That would
mean billing clients separately for services from the US company and for
services from the Puerto Rican company.
11)Stay away from the strategy of a partial move, a US company to buy or sell
services from or to the Puerto Rican company. It takes the entities into the
highly technical tax rules for “transfer pricing”. This approach is practical only for
a large business.

12)Smaller entity should use the down stream approach, the PR company buys from
the USA company, only those that it can not bring to PR.

13)Getting prices from independent companies or entities would be a good base to
determine fair value of services or products between related entities.

14)To not have more than 50% ownership of a USA entity.

15)If you need to conducts activities in the US on behalf of the PR entity, use an
independent agent or US Corporation, non related party, to conducts activities in
the US on behalf of the PR contractor, income earned by the PR contractor but
generated in part by that independent agent’s or US Corporation from their
activities could be deemed PR source if directly perform to the PR entity and
delivered to the PR entity with no client contact .
16)Effective risk identification and assessment crucial related parties transacions in
the early stage of the planning.

17)Transfer pricing risk requires accessment to sufficient, relevant, reliable
information at an early stage and periodically updated.

18)Pricing the amount charged in a controlled related party transaction must be
determined as a arm’s length transaction.

